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Hola. 
Thanks for downloading. 

Let’s do our part to beautify the advertising landscape.  
Enjoy this internet roundup of key trends in 2020 as a way to improve the aesthetic 

impact of your brand. 



What:  Bold & Vivid Color 

Why it works: 
Attention-grabbing, filled with emotion, expression and stands out in a bold way  



What: Neo mint color prediction for 2020

Why it works: 
Neo mint is a gender-neutral colour with "an oxygenating, fresh tone that aligns science and 
technology with nature". Source

https://www.dezeen.com/2018/05/11/neo-mint-colour-2020-wgsn-trends-design/


What: Gradients 

Why it works: 
Brings color and depth to design. Big brands like Apple & Spotify leverage this aesthetic to spice up 
the otherwise flat landscape of the digital world. 



What: Colorful Minimalism 

Why it works: 
It’s a fantastic way to leverage negative space to isolate your product or main message yet attract the 
eye through emotive and exciting color. 



What: Memphis Inspired Design 

Why it works: This 80s design movement is back with zany geometric patterns and lots of contrasting 
color. It’s breaks every rule and really stands apart from the minimalism that has ruled a lot of interior 
and graphic design. 



What: Kinetic type  (Type in motion, whether it’s actually moving or not!)

Why it works: 
This trend, reminiscent of the 90s, is great for headlines, grabbing attention and creating urgency 
around your message.  



What: Hand Drawn Details 

Why it works: 
Can quickly add charming personality to a brand. It’s also a great idea to explore a set of custom 
graphics for ease of user experience, ecom or website experiences.  



What: Serif typography 

What it is: 
Sans serif fonts have been heavily favored as the modern standard. Now, our sensibilities are 
swinging the other way and classic serif fonts now feel strikingly fresh. 



What: Art Deco 

Why it works: 
So many brands are leveraging this aesthetic to create an elevated design that feels rooted in history 
(even though it may not!) 



What: 3D Illustrations

Why it works: 
These colorful shapes are so interesting because they are unnaturally pristine and gravity-defying 
versions of objects found in real life, bringing an almost magical essence to visuals! 
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grazie. 
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Vivid Colors



Gradients and Duo Tones



Colorful Minimalism



Hand-Drawn Details



Bold Typography



3D



Open Compositions



Realism + Flat Elements



Serif Fonts



Retro Inspiration

Art Deco Mid Century Modern



Dark and light color schemes



Mixing Real & Flat elements  help the photo elements pop on the page. Collage can be especially 
helpful when you want to communicate an idea that can be challenging with a complicated photo 
idea. 

This was based in research but i can’t find enough examples 
so lets loose 


